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USE OF ROLLER COMPACTED CONCRETE ON LOW VOLUME ROADS.

Agenda

• What’s Changed?
• How Are These Projects Being Developed?
• Issues.
• Project Review.

What’s Changed?

• Ready mix producers are largely interested.
  – Business elsewhere is terrible
  – Asphalt is about $40/ton ($80/cy) without trucking is not bad.
  – Local agencies are now requesting RCC

What’s Changed?

• Maximum size of the coarse aggregate has dropped from 1” to about 5/8”
  – Less openness of the surface
  – More aesthetically pleasing
What’s Changed?

• Twin shaft mixers are being used.

What’s Changed?

• High density pavers are more prevalent.
  – Better aesthetics
  • Less roller marks

How Are Projects Being Developed?

• Very few (none?) are designed in RCC.
• Most are designed in asphalt.
• Projects are being flipped over to RCC.
Initial Cost

Produce Price Indices - Competitive Building Materials

ACI WEB SESSIONS

ISSUES
Fresh Joints

Quality Control

- Changing mixture (aggregates) and not getting a new mixture.
- Verifying compaction in the field.
- Verifying strength in the field.
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QUESTIONS?